Meet Enterprises, Empower Growth

TalenTour

WWW.TALENTOUR.ORG
Our Values

Meet and share diverse competencies

Give and get positive stimuli

Promote the excellence of the local-global area

Generate ideas and opportunities out of the box
- Networking
- Technology scouting
- Talent recruitment
- Business development
- Partnership development
- Investors matching
- Empower a region or a segment
- Training events
- Meeting early adopters, as focus group or beta testers
• Special tour
  Access an operating company, meet the key people sharing the most interesting stories

• Flash tour
  60 minutes between pitch and Q&A to catch the essence in an high-energy meeting

• Pint of Talent
  A topic and a team of protagonists meeting round a beer!

• Workshop
  Meeting in a company on a Specific subject
Visit Research Institutes

LEARNING ENERGY: SMART POLYGENERATION MICROGRID UNIGE IN SAVONA, APRIL 2015 (WEB LINK)

ISTITUTO ITALIANO DI TECNOLOGIA: STIMULATE NEURONS!, DECEMBER 2015 (WEB LINK)
ETT: USER EXPERIENCE BETWEEN PEOPLE AND TECHNOLOGY, MAY 2015

THE HEART OF ROBOTICS: TELEROBOT LABS, FEBRUARY 2015

TELEROBOT LABS: DEPLOY PIPELINE ON SEABED, MAY 2015
HIRIS – FROM GENOVA IN COLUMBUS SQUARE TO CONQUER THE WEARABLE WORLD!, FEBRUARY 2015 (WEB LINK)

GENNY MOBILITY: RIDE YOUR CHANGE!, APRIL 2015 (WEB LINK)
The Team

**Marcello Morchio**,
Degree in Engineering at the University of Genoa,
background in electronic design,
manager in the research and development area in a telecommunication corporate.

marcello.morchio@talentour.org

**Luca Magnanelli**, 
Degree in Engineering at the University of Genoa, 
expert in industrial automation, 
working in a utility corporate.

luca.magnanelli@talentour.org

**Giancarlo Gaimari**
Degree in Engineering at the University of Genoa, 
background in software design, 
manager in the research and development area in a telecommunication corporate.

giancarlo.gaimari@talentour.org
Meet us on the website

www.talentour.org